
Invest for Good: A Path to Positive Change
Through Housing Philanthroinvesting
What is Housing Philanthroinvesting?

Housing philanthroinvesting is a strategic approach that combines
philanthropic and investment principles to address the critical issue of
affordable housing. By investing in affordable housing developments,
investors can generate financial returns while also making a positive social
impact.

The need for affordable housing is undeniable. In the United States alone,
over 10 million households are considered extremely low-income, meaning
they spend more than half of their income on housing costs. This burden
often leaves families struggling to meet basic needs such as food,
healthcare, and education.
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The Benefits of Housing Philanthroinvesting

Housing philanthroinvesting offers a unique opportunity to:

Generate financial returns: While below-market returns are typical,
housing philanthroinvesting can generate modest financial returns over
the long term.

Make a social impact: By investing in affordable housing, you can
provide safe and stable homes for families in need.

Align your investments with your values: Housing
philanthroinvesting allows you to invest in causes that you care about
and make a tangible difference in the world.

How to Get Started with Housing Philanthroinvesting

There are several ways to get started with housing philanthroinvesting,
including:

Direct investment: You can invest directly in individual affordable
housing projects or funds.

Community development financial institutions (CDFIs): CDFIs are
specialized financial institutions that provide loans and other financial
services to low-income communities.

Impact investment funds: Impact investment funds pool money from
multiple investors to invest in a variety of projects, including affordable
housing.

Case Studies



Here are a few examples of successful housing philanthroinvesting
projects:

The Low Income Investment Fund (LIIF): LIIF is a national nonprofit
that has invested over $2 billion in affordable housing projects, helping
to create over 100,000 affordable homes.

The John Stewart Company: The John Stewart Company is a for-
profit developer that has built over 5,000 affordable homes in the
Washington, D.C. area.

The Richman Group: The Richman Group is a national developer that
has built over 200,000 affordable homes in the United States.

Housing philanthroinvesting is a powerful tool that can be used to create
positive change in the world. By investing in affordable housing, you can
help provide safe and stable homes for families in need, while also
generating financial returns. If you are interested in learning more about
housing philanthroinvesting, I encourage you to read the book Housing
Philanthroinvesting: Invest With Purpose.

This book provides a comprehensive overview of housing
philanthroinvesting, including the latest thinking and best practices. It is an
essential resource for anyone who wants to learn more about this important
topic.

Buy the book on Our Book Library
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